“What is Community Health?” Student Workshop Agendas

Tuesday, 9-11. 11:00-11:45. Stephen C Hall Building, Rm 103

11:00-11:15 Welcome and Introduction to SLS (Jennifer Hirsch)
11:15-11:40 Introduce Framework and Community Health (Kevin Lanza)
11:40-11:45 Discuss/assign reading for Thursday and close (Kevin)

Reading, Seanna Berry’s *A Food System Analysis of the City of Atlanta*, “What Are Food Systems?” pp. 9-19.

Students divided into groups. Each group has an additional short reading from Berry.

Handouts:
- Copies of framework on each table

Thursday, 9-13. 11:00-11:45. Stephen C Hall Building, Rm 103

11:00-11:05 Welcome and Introduction to the Student Ambassadors Program (Bethany Jacobs)
11:05-11:10 Additional details on Community Engagement Opportunities (Catherine Muse)
11:10-11:25 Students discuss their reading sections in relationship to the Key Concepts and write out key points/issues on butcher paper. Butcher paper is posted around the classroom, “gallery style.”
11:25-11:35 Students circle the “gallery” discussing each other’s posters.
11:35-11:45 Group discussion of “gallery” and thoughts for moving forward.

Handouts:
- Community Health-related Events & Community Engagement Opportunities

All handouts and materials are available [here](#)